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Tweaking TH code to reproduce plots

C/C++ + ROOT wrapper (very rudimentary) to read TH/WM fortran code (arguments):
● loop x:[0.055, 0.33]
● max and min k (recoil hadron momentum):

● Fully integrated min: 0.25 GeV, max: 0.4 GeV
● Binned: (60,100), (100, 200), (200, 300), (300, 400) GeV

● Energy beam: 11GeV
● e’ angle: 35deg

● Value received F2_pi (it receives F2_neutron too, but I am not using it)

There are several parameters/variables in the TH/WM code that I don’t understand totally 
and some of them, apparently are not used. 
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Tweaking TH code to reproduce plots

        IF (cosph.GT.0.866D0) THEN !FOR 30 DEGREE CUT
           pi_kint = 0.D0
           rho_kint = 0.D0
        ELSE
           IF (kmag.LT.km1) THEN !COMMENT OUT FOR FULLY INCLUSIVE COMP.!!
              pi_kint = 0.D0
              rho_kint = 0.D0
           ELSEIF (kmag.GT.km2) THEN
              pi_kint = 0.D0
              rho_kint = 0.D0
           ELSE
              pi_kint = 2.D0*kTk*fypiN(y,kTk,L,typ,0) 
              rho_kint = 2.D0*kTk*f_rhoN(y,kTk,L,typ,0)
           ENDIF
        ENDIF

The lines in the boxes should 
be commented in order to get 
the fully integrated function, 
otherwise it will return the 
semi-integrated function 
between the k limits km1 and 
km2

  CALL GRV (x/y,Q2,xVpiT,xSpiT)
  F2pi_GRVT = (5.D0/9.D0) * (xVpiT + 2.D0 * xSpiT)

(… ‘some code not shown’)      
  F2piK(ix) = (yint/3.D0) * F2piK(ix)

This is the value returned

!       DEFINE THE BOUNDS OF THE CONVOLUTION INTEGRAL -- x to 1
   F2piK(ix) = 0.D0
   iy = 0
   y0 = x

        ymax = 1.D0      !'ymax' FIXED BY |k| BOUNDS 
   yint = (ymax-y0)/100.D0
   DO y=y0,ymax,yint

GRV para.



  

Plotting the results

In the C/C++ wrapper:
→  F2piK(ix) /2 Note the factor 1/2



  

Plotting the results

In the C/C++ wrapper:
→  F2piK(ix)

If anybody want the code, I will be happy to provide it (need to clean it a bit)
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